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For dog lovers of all ages, a banquet of (pepper) puppy puns!Saxton Freymann and Joost Elffers

have wowed readers with the funny food faces of HOW ARE YOU PEELING, the underwater

vegetable visions of ONE LONELY SEAHORSE and the lush produce landscapes of GUS AND

BUTTON. Now with DOG FOOD, the duo turns its talents to the canine realm, wittily reworking

familiar doggy phrases for a whole new level of humor and meaning. These pepper pooches and

mango mutts are guaranteed to charm dog owners, dog lovers, and even -- dare we say it -- cat

fans. Chow down!
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This book is wonderful and so entertaining! The pictures are really amazing and the captions are

very clever. Everyone I've showed it to has loved it, and if you are a dog lover, it's a must!

Some of Freymann's doggie creations are much better than others, but this entire book is filled with

very creative food sculptures of man's best friend. I showed the book to my friend's little boy and he

was completely creeped out by it, so I don't think this is a book that should be given to very young

children. Adults who have a whimsical sense of humor will definitely enjoy it (and you'll never look at

a banana the same way after reading this book!).



This is the cutest book ever! I just received it for my birthday. I brought it in to my work and showed

a few co-workers; everyone wanted to know where I got it. It just makes you smile every time you

flip through the pages. Very original. A must have for young and old alike!

Saxton Freymann and Joost Elffers are playing with their food again, and you'll never look at fruits

and vegetables in quite the same way. After great success with How Are You Peeling, One Lonely

Sea Horse, and Gus and Button, Elffers and Freymann have moved on to the dog house with a

kennel full of edible surprises. Each bright and fun-filled page features doggy phrases and

expressions... dog tired, let sleeping dogs lie, puppy love, doggy bag, dog eat dog, dog tag...

accompanied by creatively constructed canines made entirely from fruits and vegetables. Take a

look at "dog bowl" as an expressive, red radish dog complete with black olive ball on his paw gets

ready to knock down banana pins, or "chilly dog" where a shivering hound made from a potato

stands next to a mushroom snowman. With a marvelous parade of the entire canine cast on the

endpapers, and a list of ingredients included on the back cover, Dog Food is a captivating and

humorous feast for the eyes, and just perfect for dog lovers of all ages.

I cataloged this donated book into the academic library's collection where I work. I selected it from

the books that had been donated for our annual book sale because I knew parents with little

children would enjoy having something to occupy the attention of their kids while they were

studying/researching. What a remarkable imagination this book testifies to! I photocopied the

"Working like a Dog" page to testify to my meager efforts, it adorns my cubical. Everyone with

children will want a copy of this book.

This book is adorable! It's so fun and the creativity is amazing. My 14 month old loves dogs and this

book has become one of his favorites!

This book is awesome. My 6 and 8 year old nieces never get tired of it and ask me to read it to them

again and again. You can look at the same page and see so many different things. It is absolutely

amazing that these authors are able to transform food into these amazing, creative images of dogs!

My 15 month old daughter also really enjoys looking at the pictures. This is a great book for ages 0

to 100!

Silly pictures that provide cues for text ("hot dog", with a picture of a chili pepper dog and a fire).



Great for the a 3-5 year old who can memorize and connect pictoral clues, and will boost their

confidence/interest in reading. Or for the dog lover or garde manger chef who just needs a laugh :)
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